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Our field traverses are shown on the figure, which covers
parts of the Convoy Range and Mount Joyce U.S. Geological
Survey 1:250,000 topographic quadrangles. This field season
saw the first discovery of meteorites at the Allan Hills far west-
ern icefield (76°54'S 157°01'E) and at the indicated sites north-
west of Elephant Moraine (76°11'S 157°10'E).

At the far western icefield a meteorite (field number 2995) was
discovered almost completely embedded in ice. It did not have a
zone of clear ice surrounding it, as it would have had if melting
and refreezing had occurred; therefore, it seemed to be a fresh
specimen being exposed for the first time at the ablation surface.
If this interpretation were correct, the specimen would be a very
important one, because its terrestrial age would be the same as
that of the enclosing ice. Because the terrestrial age of a mete-
orite can be determined by measurement of a number of dif-
ferent nuclides (aluminum-26, beryllium-b, chlorine-36, kryp-
ton-81, manganese-58, carbon-14), we would also for the first
time be able to determine independently the age of the enclos-
ing ice; this would provide a check on age determination meth-
ods currently being developed for ancient ice. Because of the
potential value of this specimen, we removed it still embedded
in a block of ice. Th ice fabric adjacent to the meteorite has now
been examined by Anthony Gow (personal communication),
who concurs with our field interpretation that the enclosing ice
is original and contemporaneous with the arrival of the mete-
orite at the Earth. The findsite of the meteorite is known, and
additional ice samples can be obtained in the future, if desired.

We were very fortunate this season because we had the use of
two Magnavox model MX1502 geoceivers on loan from the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management. With these instruments, we were
able to determine precisely the locations of six points to be used
as base stations in mapping meteorite finds. These are the
points (0100-0105) registered on the map (figure). Geographic
coordinates and elevations, listed in table 1, are given with
reference to the Department of Defense World Geodetic System
1972 ellipsoid (Seppelin 1974).

The geoceiver would seem to be an ideal instrument for
locating remote points in Antarctica, if LC-130, helicopter, or
Nansen sledge transport is available to the site: the equipment
can be carried only short distances by foot. By averaging repeat-
ed readings that have an expected I sigma standard deviation of
30 meters, the instrument can give locations to within 10 meters
after a few hours of operation; and to within 3 meters after about
24 hours. An option we did not have in the field was short-arc
translocation, a technique that can be used when two geo-
ceivers are operating within 100 kilometers of each other. They
can then detect slight differences in the Doppler shifts received
by each receiver from the same Navy navigational satellite and
use these for relative positioning. This will allow an accuracy of
1.0 meter between stations in a field measurement. With or
without a translocation option, however, the field data, which
are stored on magnetic tape, can be refined later by computer
analysis. The greatest possible absolute accuracy, using post-
processed translocation data, is said to be 0.35 meters. In table 2,
we compare the field data for one station with the processed
data as an example of the improvement that becomes possible
with post-processing.

Table 1. Best determinations of six geoceiver stations used in map-
ping meteorite finds (post-processed data)

Estimated
Station	 Elevation	error (in
number	Latitude	Longitude	(in meters) meters)

0100	76054'09.520" S 157'01'26.511" E 2117.54	1.5
0101	76°57'46.861" S 156 054'40.164" E 2145.01	2
0102	76059'27.417" S 156053'46.806" E 2190.95	2
0103°	77002'50.954" S 15711'00.270" E 2163.50	5-10
0104a	77002'24.614" S 1570 15'33.896" E 2142.87	5-10
0105b	760 17'34.910" S 15720'04.944" E 2022.33	10

aReference oscillator frequency offset was abnormally high but stable;
data are good but a larger error is assigned.
bBroadcast solution (i.e., field data) not post-processed. Latitude and
longitude are referenced to the Naval Weapons Laboratory 10D system
(Jenkins and Leroy 1979).

Table 2. Location of field camp 1 (station 0100), search for mete-
orites 1982-1983: Comparison between field data and post-pro-

cessed data.

Elevation Estimated
(in	error (in

Latitude	Longitude	meters)	meters)

Field
determi-
nation	76054'09."373 S 157 001'26."562 E 2120.45	8

Post-
pro-
cessing
determi-
nation	76054'09."520 S 157 001'26."511 E 2117.54	1.5
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New areas within which we recovered meteorites are indicated by dashed lines. Sites whose locations we determined by geoceiver measure-
ments are indicated by numbered points. Coordinates of these points are listed in table 1. Circles indicate campsites occupied this season.
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